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The activities of the cytochrome and alternative respiratory pathways were

measured during the growth cycle in Arabidopsis thaliana using a newly

developed Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer (IRMS) dual-inlet system that

allows very precise measurements of oxygen-isotope fractionation under low

oxygen consumption rates. Under optimum growth conditions, the relative

growth rate was highly dependent on the activity of the cytochrome pathway.

The activity of the alternative pathway was almost constant irrespective of the
growth rate and appeared mostly involved in the maintenance respiration

component, although the alternative pathway also played a role under

optimum growth conditions. This is the first time that the contribution of the

two respiratory pathways to the two main respiratory components (growth and

maintenance) has been analyzed with the use of the oxygen-isotope fractiona-

tion technique. The respiration efficiency of the specific costs for growth and

maintenance (adenosine triphosphate/O2 ratio) was determined by a modified

regression model. The ability to measure oxygen-isotope fractionation during
respiration in A. thaliana opens the door to a wider set of studies that are

discussed.

Abbreviations – AOP, alternative oxidase pathway; AOX, alternative oxidase; ATP, adenosine triphosphate; COP, cytochrome oxidase

pathway; Da, oxygen-isotope fractionation by alternative pathway; Dc, oxygen-isotope fractionation by cytochrome pathway; Dn,

oxygen-isotope fractionation in the absence of inhibitors; gR, specific costs of tissue construction; gRalt, specific costs of tissue

construction provided by the alternative pathway respiration; gRATP, specific costs of tissue construction (mmol ATP ggrowth
21); gRcyt,

specific costs of tissue construction provided by the cytochrome pathway respiration; gRoxy, specific costs of tissue construction

(mmol O2 ggrowth
21); mR, specific costs of tissue maintenance; mRalt, specific costs of tissue maintenance provided by alternative

pathway respiration; mRATP, specific costs of tissue maintenance (nmol ATP g21 s21); mRcyt, specific costs of tissue maintenance

provided by cytochrome pathway respiration; mRoxy, specific costs of tissue maintenance (nmol O2 g21 s21); PGR, respiration

efficiency coefficient for the specific costs for growth; PMR, respiration efficiency coefficient for the specific costs for maintenance; r,

total respiration; ralt, alternative pathway respiration; rATP, overall tissue respiration (nmol ATP g21 s21); rcyt, cytochrome pathway

respiration; RGR, relative growth rate; roxy, overall tissue respiration (nmol O2 g21 s21); SE, standard error; SHAM, salicylhydroxamic

acid; ta, the electron partitioning through the alternative pathway; valt, activity of the alternative oxidase pathway; vcyt, activity of

the cytochrome oxidase pathway; Vt, total oxygen uptake rate.
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Introduction

Arabidopsis thaliana is a model plant widely used for plant

genetic research, given the large amount of genetic infor-

mation available on this plant (http://www.arabidopsis.

org; http://www.aspb.org/publications/arabidopsis). Most

studies on respiration in A. thaliana are related to genetic

work and mutations involving genes related to respiration

or mitochondrial enzymes reviewed by Millar et al.

(2004). Most of these studies involved parts of the

cyanide-insensitive respiratory pathway, whereas the

development of transformed plants involving the alterna-

tive oxidase (AOX) has been rather difficult. Although the

initial identification of an AOX gene in A. thaliana took

place almost 15 years ago (Kumar and Soll 1992), only

recently has there been an extensive characterization of

AOX-transformed A. thaliana plants (Fiorani et al. 2005,

Umbach et al. 2005). AtAOX1a overexpressed and

antisense plants as well as mutated constitutively active

AtAOX1a plants have been generated recently (Umbach

et al. 2005).
AOX is the only component of the cyanide-insensitive

respiratory pathway alternative to the cytochrome oxi-

dase pathway (COP). During mitochondrial electron

transport, AOX is a ubiquinol oxidase that reduces

oxygen to water competing with the COP for electrons

from the reduced ubiquinone pool (Ribas-Carbo et al.

1995). One major characteristic of AOX is that it is not

coupled to the synthesis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)

and therefore considered a wasteful pathway (Moore and

Siedow 1991). This unproductive characteristic of the

alternative oxidase pathway (AOP) has, for a long time,

raised questions regarding its function and regulation

(Lambers et al. 2005, Møller 2001, Moore and Siedow

1991, Vanlerberghe and McIntosh 1997, Wagner and

Krab 1995). The only well-known function for the AOP is

related to thermogenesis during anthesis in aroid spadices

and other thermogenic plants (Meeuse 1975, Waltling

et al. 2006). In recent years, several functions have been

proposed for the AOP. Among them, the maintenance of

redox balance during mitochondrial electrons transport

(Millenaar et al. 1998) and alleviating the formation of

reactive oxygen species (Maxwell et al. 1999), particu-

larly during periods of stress.

At present, the only available method to measure the

activities of the COP and AOP is the oxygen-isotope

fractionation technique (Ribas-Carbo et al. 2005a). The

use of the oxygen-isotope fractionation technique has

revealed increases in alternative pathway activity under

severe water stress (Ribas-Carbo et al. 2005b), phosphate

limitation (Gonzàlez-Meler et al. 2001), during chilling

recovery (Ribas-Carbo et al. 2000), following application

of allelochemicals (Peñuelas et al. 1996) and in the

presence of inhibitors of branched-chain amino acid

synthesis (Gaston et al. 2003). However, measurements

of oxygen-isotope fractionation during respiration in

A. thaliana had not been possible because of the low

precision inherent with their low oxygen consumption

rates. It is obvious that it will be very important for our

understanding of the regulation of the activities of the
COP and AOP, to be able to measure the activities of the

two respiratory pathways in vivo in the genetically well-

defined (and often transformed) A. thaliana plants

(Umbach et al. 2005).

Plant respiration has been classically partitioned into

two functional components termed growth and mainte-

nance respiration, respectively. Growth respiration can

be defined as the respiratory energy required to convert

non-structural carbohydrates into new plant constituents.
Maintenance respiration is the respiratory energy associ-

ated with the sum of all energy-consuming processes that

maintain cellular structure, although there is some

discussion of which processes should be included or

excluded. For roots, sometimes, a third functional

component has been defined as the energy required to

support the nutrient uptake needed to sustain growth (for

overview see Amthor 1989, Bouma 2005). There are
several different methods to estimate these respiratory

components. Experimental correlative methods have

been widely used in plant physiology to estimate

respiratory costs for growth, maintenance and ion uptake

(Bouma 2005, Bouma et al. 1996, Poorter et al. 1991,

Scheurwater et al. 1998, 2000). This correlative approach

requires measuring specific rates of respiration as well as

corresponding relative growth rate (RGR) and/or nutrient
uptake rate variation. To date, specific respiration rates

have been measured as O2 or CO2 exchange that has

been expressed as total respiration. Translating these

measurements into actual energy production requires

quantifying the relative activity of the COP (ATP/O2 ratio

of 29/6) and AOP (ATP/O2 ratio of only 11/6) respiration

(Amthor 1994, Noguchi et al. 2001).

Previous studies showing changes in respiration
through the COP and AOP during the course of plant

development (Azcon-Bieto et al. 1983, Lennon et al.

1995, McDonell and Farrar 1993, Van der Werf et al.

1988, Wen and Liang 1993) were carried out using

specific inhibitors of each respiratory pathway, a tech-

nique that has been abandoned after proving to be

inaccurate (Day et al. 1996, Lambers et al. 2005).

Changes in the electron partitioning as plants age using
the oxygen-isotope fractionation technique have only

been analyzed in Millar et al. (1998) showing different

contributions of both pathways depending on the stage of

root development. To the best of our knowledge, the

respiratory activities of the COP and AOP as determined
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by the proper oxygen-isotope fractionation technique

have never been considered separately using correlative

methods to estimate the respiratory components. In the

present study, the contribution of the COPand AOP to the

growth and maintenance respiratory components is

analyzed in rosette leaves of A. thaliana plants at different
stages of development and RGRs.

Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions

Arabidopsis thaliana (Columbia 3 type) plants were
grown from seed in 0.5-l pots. Seeds were sown in 20

prewetted pots with a mixture of turbe, perlite and

vermiculite (2:1:1 v/v). Pots were put in plastic trays that

were used for subirrigation. After seed sowing, wetted

pots were incubated in dark for 48 h at 4�C for seed

stratification. Day 0 was considered after stratification

at 4�C.

Two or three plants per pot were grown for 35 days
in a growth chamber under controlled conditions (12-h/

12-h photoperiod, light at 250 � 50 mmol quanta m22

s21, 25�C/20�C day/night temperature and relative

humidity above 40%). Plants were watered daily with

half-strength Hoagland’s solution (Epstein 1972) applied

twice weekly.

Experimental protocol

Leaves from six entire rosettes of Arabidopsis plants were

harvested every 5 days starting from days 15 to 35. Dry

weights from leaves of each rosette were determined after

drying for 2 days at 60�C. Average of the six rosettes dry

weight was calculated in each day point (day 15, 20, 25,

30, 35). These average values were used to calculate the

RGR of the entire rosette leaves of Arabidopsis plants.

Four RGR values were obtained corresponding to days
20, 25, 30 and 35. RGR was calculated as described by

Bouma (2005).

Four of the six rosettes harvested for growthanalysiswere

previously used for analysis of respiration and oxygen-

isotope fractionation to obtain the respiratory activities of

the COPand AOP of the rosette leaves. On days 20 and 25,

the whole rosette was used for respiratory measurements.

However, on days 30 and 35, the whole rosette would not
fit the cuvette and only a representative sample of the

rosette leaves was analyzed. These leaves were accurately

selected from different leaf layers in the rosette to represent

the average growth stage of the entire rosette. The entire

experimental protocol was duplicated with a different

group of plants on separate dates grown in the same growth

chamber and under the same conditions.

Respiratory measurements on rosettes leaves

For respiratory measurements, plants were placed for
30 min in the dark to avoid light-enhanced dark

respiration. Then intact rosette leaves were harvested

and placed in a 3-ml stainless-steel closed cuvette

maintained at a constant temperature of 25�C using

a copper plate and a serpentine around the cuvette with

a temperature-controlled water bath.

Accurate measurements of the changes in the 18O/16O

ratios and oxygen consumption are needed to obtain the
oxygen-isotope fractionation. Masses 34 (18O16O) and 32

(16O16O) were used to measure the oxygen-isotope
18O/16O ratios. Masses 32 (16O2) and 28 (14N2) were

used to calculate the total oxygen uptake (O2/N2) and

therefore total respiration (Vt). The values of m/z 34/32

(18O2/16O2) and m/z 32/28 (16O2/28N2) were obtained

from a standard and the sample air with dual-inlet

analysis with six replicate cycles for each respiration
measurement. The precision of these mass ratios in-

creases with the number of replicate cycles. Calculations

of the oxygen-isotope fractionation were made as

described Guy et al. (1989) and Ribas-Carbo et al.

(1995), without argon correction, and the electron

partitioning between the two pathways in the absence

of inhibitors was calculated as described Guy et al.

(1989). The r2 values of all unconstrained linear
regressions between –ln f and ln(R/Ro), with a minimum

of five data points, were at least 0.995, considered

minimally acceptable (Lennon et al. 1997, Ribas-Carbo

et al. 1997). For KCN inhibitor treatments, rosette leaves

were incubated for 45 min by sandwiching between

medical wipes soaked with a water solution of 10 mM

KCN. In addition, a piece of medical wipe wetted with

10 mM KCN was placed in the cuvette. For salicylhy-
droxamic acid (SHAM) treatments, leaves were cut into 2-

to 4-mm slices, and incubated for 45 min in 50 mM

SHAM (in water from a stock 1 M in dimethylsulfoxide)

under continuous stirring in a Clark oxygen electrode

chamber. Thereafter, the leaves were softly dried with

medical wipes and placed in the gas phase cuvette

together with a small piece of medical wipe wetted with

SHAM for measurements. All stock solutions were freshly
prepared before use.

The electron partitioning through the AOP (ta) was

calculated as follows:

ta ¼ ðDn2DcÞ=ðDa2DcÞ ð1Þ

where Dn, Dc, Da are the isotope fractionation in the

absence of inhibitors, in the presence of SHAM, and in the

presence of KCN, respectively. Dc and Da were 20.9 and
31.2&, respectively. The individual activities of the COP

(vcyt) and AOP (valt) were obtained by multiplying the total
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oxygen uptake rate (Vt) and the partitioning to each

pathway as follows:

vcyt ¼ Vt�ð12ta

�
ð2Þ

valt ¼ Vt�ta ð3Þ

Respiratory components determination

Respiratory components for growth and maintenance
have traditionally been determined by correlating respi-

ratory rates to RGRs and total biomass (Amthor 1989,

Bouma et al. 1996, 2005, Lambers et al. 1983). Such

a regression approach normally has the following form:

r ¼ gR�RGR 1 mR ð4Þ

where r is the overall respiration rate per unit dry mass

(nmol ‘X’ g21 s21), RGR is the relative growth rate

(mggrowth g21 s21), gR represents the specific costs of

tissue construction (mmol ‘X’ ggrowth
21) and mR are the

specific costs of tissue maintenance (nmol ‘X’ g21 s21),

with ‘X’ being either ATP, O2, CO2 or CH2O. In the case of

roots, gR includes the costs of nutrient uptake. Plotting r

against RGR yields gR as slope and mR as the y intercept.

Partitioning of total respiration into cytochrome and

alternative respiratory activities offers the opportunity to

distinguish the importance of both pathways to gR (mmol

O2 ggrowth
21) and mR (nmol O2 g21 s21). This separation

can be done by two alternative approaches.

Firstly, analogous to Eqn 4, we correlated respira-

tion through AOP and COP independently with respect

to RGR:

rcyt ¼ gRcyt�RGR 1 mRcyt ð5Þ

ralt ¼ gRalt�RGR 1 mRalt ð6Þ

where rcyt and ralt are the COP and AOP respiration rates

per unit dry mass (nmol O2 g21 s21), gRcyt and gRalt

represent the specific cost of tissue construction provided

by COP and AOP respiration, respectively (mmol O2

ggrowth
21), and mRcyt and mRalt are the specific costs of

tissue maintenance provided by COP and AOP respira-

tion, respectively (nmol O2 g21 s21). The advantage of

this approach is that the regression lines allow direct

visualization of how the COP and AOP respiration rates

relate to RGR. The exact meaning of gRcyt, gRalt, mRcyt and

mRalt can, however, not directly be interpreted.

Secondly, analogous to Eqn 4, we correlated respira-

tion on both an O2 and ATP basis with respect to RGR:

roxy ¼ gRoxy�RGR 1 mRoxy ð7Þ

rATP ¼ gRATP�RGR 1 mRATP ð8Þ

where, roxy (nmol O2 g21 s21) and rATP (nmol ATP g21

s21) represent the overall tissue respiration rates, gRoxy

(mmol O2 ggrowth
21) and gRATP (mmol ATP ggrowth

21)

represent the specific costs of tissue construction and
mRoxy (nmol O2 g21 s21) and mRATP (nmol ATP g21 s21)

are the specific costs of tissue maintenance. The output of

these equations allows calculation of the average

respiration efficiency coefficient (ATP/O2 ratio) for the

specific costs of growth [PGR; nmol ATP (nmol O2)21] and

maintenance [PMR; nmol ATP (nmol O2)21]:

PGR ¼ ATP=O2 ratioGR ¼ gRATP=gRoxy ð9Þ

PMR ¼ ATP=O2 ratioMR ¼ mRATP=mRoxy ð10Þ

Results

The oxygen-isotope fractionation technique applied to

plant respiration studies has been under continuous

development from the original system (Guy et al. 1989)

to the most recent (Gaston et al. 2003). The major

developments have mostly addressed two directions, leak

tightness and sensitivity. The application of the dual-inlet

system (Gaston et al. 2003) was a significant improve-

ment over the continuous-flow method (Ribas-Carbo
et al. 2005b). However, small tissues or with slow

respiration still presented a challenge because of the

low amount of oxygen consumed. An improvement in

sensitivity was still needed.

An eight collector IRMS (Thermo, Bremen, Germany)

in dual-inlet mode from the Serveis Cientı́fico Tècnis of

the Universitat de les Illes Balears (UIB) was used for

these experiments. The major advantage of this new
IRMS is that it can simultaneously measure masses (m/z)

28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 40, 44. For oxygen-isotope

fractionation during respiration, masses 32 (16O2) and

28 (14N2) were used to calculate the total oxygen uptake

(O2/N2), while masses 34 (18O16O) and 32 (16O16O) were

used to measure the oxygen-isotope ratio. With this dual-

inlet system, 200 ml of air from the closed respiration

cuvette was introduced to the sample bellows as pre-
viously described (Gaston et al. 2003). The sample air was

compared with the standard air by a series of consecutive

alternate analyses. The precision increases with the

number of cycles up to the limit of the spectrometer

precision. In the present studies, the number of cycles per

sample analysis was six and the average precision

(standard deviation) achieved with this system was
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0.07& for the 34/32 ratio and of 0.05& for the 32/28

ratio. Each oxygen-isotope fractionation measurement

consisted of six to seven analyses with an average total

oxygen consumption of 2.9 mmol O2 or 13% of the total

oxygen in the cuvette (Fig. 1). The average r2 of the slope

of the oxygen-isotope fractionation during respiration
was 0.998 (Fig. 1) while the r2 of the slope considered to

obtain an accurate measurement is 0.995, which repre-

sents an error of 0.4& (Ribas-Carbo et al. 1997). The new

system used for these experiments achieves the above-

mentioned precision thresholds, with the consumption of

less than 10% of the total oxygen present in the cuvette (2%

in air), while in previous systems a minimum of 25% of the

oxygen was necessary to be consumed to reach the same
precision. This improvement has allowedmeasurements of

the oxygen-isotope fractionation during plant respiration

in plant tissues having low respiration rates and/or when

only small amounts of tissue are available. Furthermore,

the simultaneous measurement of masses 28, 32, 34 and

44 will allow in the near future the simultaneous measure-

ment of the oxygen-isotope fractionation, respiration and

the O2/CO2 ratios giving additional information on the
type of substrate being used in respiration.

Contribution of the cytochrome and alternative
respiratory pathways to respiratory components
for growth and maintenance

The RGR as well as respiratory activities of COPand AOP
were measured in entire rosette leaves from A. thaliana

plants during its growth cycle (Table 1). Simple regression

was used to determine respiratory components where

RGR was the independent variable and respiratory

activities were dependent variables (see Materials and

methods).

Using regression Eqn 5 and 6 it can be observed that
respiration through the COP varies much more in

response to the RGR than does that of AOP respiration

(Fig. 2A). The specific costs of tissue construction of A.

thaliana rosette leaves in terms of respiration through the

COP (gRcyt) and AOP (gRalt) were 5.3 and 0.8 mmol

O2 g21 of growth, respectively. The maintenance respi-

ration via the COP (mRcyt) and AOP (mRalt) was 14.3 and

9.0 nmol O2 g21 s21, respectively. This means that COP
and AOP respiration accounts for around 90 and 10%,

respectively, of the respiratory carbon consumption

needed for growth, and about 60 and 40%, of the respira-

tory carbon consumption needed for maintenance,

respectively. These values are in the same range of those

previously described for other species (Bouma 2005).

The measurements on COP and AOP respiration

enabled the derivation of ATP-based respiration (rATP;
nmol ATP g21 s21) for each RGR. This ATP-based

respiration was calculated under the assumption that

the ATP/O2 ratio is 29/6 and 11/6 for the COP and AOP,

respectively (Amthor 1994, Noguchi et al. 2001).

Applying regression Eqn 7 and 8 (Fig. 2B) enabled the

derivation of the average respiration efficiency coefficient

(ATP/O2 ratio) for the specific costs for growth [PGR ¼
4.46 mol ATP (mol O2)21; Eqn 9] and maintenance
[PMR ¼ 3.67 mol ATP (mol O2)21; Eqn 10]. The higher

contribution of the COP to growth vs maintenance

respiration is clearly reflected in the higher respiration

efficiency coefficient for growth than for maintenance

respiration. Calculating the relative contributions of the
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Fig. 1. Example of a measurement of the oxygen-isotope fractionation in

Arabidopsis thaliana rosette leaves with very low oxygen consumption. In

this case, the total amount of oxygen consumed was 2.9 mmol O2 or 13%

of the total oxygen initially present in the cuvette. The average r2 of the

slope of the oxygen-isotope fractionation during respiration was 0.998.

Table 1. Oxygen-isotope fractionation in the absence of inhibitors, Dn,

has been measured on Arabidopsis thaliana rosette leaves along 35 days.

Calculations of ta, vcyt and valt are derived from Eqn 1–3 as explained in

Materials and methods. Values are means � standard error (se), n ¼ 8 to

10. Dn, oxygen-isotope fractionation in the absence of inhibitors; valt,

activity of the alternative oxidase pathway; vcyt, activity of the cytochrome

oxidase pathway; ta, the electron partitioning through the alternative

pathway.

Day Dn (&) se ta se

vcyt

(nmol O2

g21 s21) se

valt

(nmol O2

g21 s21) se

20 23.5 0.2 0.25 0.016 35.1 1.51 11.9 0.75

25 23.7 0.1 0.27 0.009 32.2 1.11 11.9 0.73

30 24.3 0.2 0.33 0.016 20.8 1.21 10.3 0.57

35 24.2 0.1 0.32 0.014 19.7 0.91 9.3 0.63
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COPand AOP to the energy (ATP) supplied for growth and

maintenance shows that the COP respiration provides the

majority of all ATP. For growth, over 95% of all ATP comes

from the COP, while for maintenance this value is greater

than 80% (Table 2).

Discussion

The results suggest that COP activity is closely linked to

changes in the RGR, while the alternative pathway

activity does not respond to changes in RGR in
A. thaliana rosette leaves. As the COP has the highest

contribution to the ATP synthesis, these data underline

that processes linked to the formation of new con-

stituents in Arabidopsis rosette leaves are highly

dependent on the synthesis of ATP. The contribution of

the AOP to the carbon consumption for maintenance

respiration is relatively important (i.e. 40% of carbon

consumption via AOP vs 60% via COP (Fig. 2A).
However, because of the large difference in ATP/O2

ratios between the COP (29/6) and AOP (11/6), mainte-

nance processes are also highly dependent on ATP

synthesis via the COP (>80%) (Table 2). This observation

is in agreement with data presented by Millar et al. (1998)

in which the participation of the AOP increased with

root age. It is likely that older roots will present

a lower RGR and that the proportion of growth
respiration to maintenance respiration is decreased. At

lower RGR, although total respiration decreases, the

proportion of the AOP will increase. Current thoughts

relate the function of the AOP in vivo with the overcome

of stresses (Lambers et al. 2005). However, it seems likely

that even under optimum conditions the AOP will main-

tain a sustained rate that would help to the sustain the

redox state of the ubiquinone pool and a level that would
limit the production of oxygen radical species (Millar

et al. 1998).

Opportunities of measuring oxygen-isotope
fractionation in A. thaliana: plans for
future research

Arabidopsis thaliana has been used as a model plant for

a wide range of molecular biology studies. There is a large

amount of genetic information regarding mitochondrial

components in Arabidopsis (Millar et al. 2004). This

ralt = gRalt RGR + mRalt

rcyt = gRcyt RGR + mRcyt

rATP = gRATP RGR + mRATP

roxy = gRoxy RGR + mRoxy

gRalt = 0.8; mRalt = 9.0; r2 = 0.49 

gRcyt = 5.3; mRcyt = 14.3; R2 = 0.89 

gRATP = 26.9; mRATP = 85.5; (r2 = 0.89)

gRoxy = 6.05; mRoxy = 23.3; (r2 = 0.87)
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Fig. 2. Analysis of the relation between relative growth rate [RGR; rate

(mggrowth g21 s21)] and respiration via the cytochrome (nmol O2 g21 s21)

and alternative (nmol O2 g21 s21) respiratory pathways (A) and the

respiration on an oxygen (nmol O2 g21 s21) and adenosine triphosphate

(ATP) (nmol ATP g21 s21) base (B). Regression equations are indicated in

the figures, and explained in the methods (see Eqn 5–8). Fig. A directly

visualizes how the activities of the cytochrome oxidase pathway (COP)

and alternative oxidase pathway (AOP) respiration relate to RGR. It also

enables estimation of the specific costs of tissue construction that are

provided by the COP (mmol O2 ggrowth
21) and AOP (mmol O2 ggrowth

21)

respiration and the specific costs of tissue maintenance as provided by the

COP (nmol O2 g21 s21) and AOP (nmol O2 g21 s21) respiration. As B

enables estimation of the specific costs of tissue construction on both an

oxygen (mmol O2 ggrowth
21) and ATP (mmol ATP ggrowth

21) base and

also the specific costs of tissue maintenance on both an oxygen (nmol

O2 g21 s21) and ATP (nmol ATP g21 s21) base, the outcome of these

regression equations allow estimation of the respiration efficiency coef-

ficient (ATP/O2 ratio) for the specific costs for growth [PGR ¼ 4.46 mol ATP

(mol O2)
21; Eqn 9] and maintenance [PMR ¼ 3.67 mol ATP (mol O2)

21;

Eqn 10].

Table 2. Values of construction costs, gRATP, and maintenance respira-

tion, mRATP, on adenosine triphosphate (ATP) basis has been calculated

under assumption of ATP/O2 ratios of 29/6 and 11/6 for cytochrome

oxidase pathway (COP) and alternative oxidase pathway (AOP) respira-

tion, respectively, by multiplying the corresponding ratio to construction

costs, gRcyt and gRalt, and maintenance respiration, mRcyt and mRalt, on O2

basis obtained with regression Eqn 5 and 6. vcyt, activity of the COP; valt,

activity of the AOP.

gRATP

(nmol

mggrowth
21)

gRATP

(vcyt)

gRATP

(valt)

mRATP

(nmol

g21 s21)

mRATP

(vcyt)

mRATP

(valt)

26.9 25.6 1.4 85.5 69.03 16.5

% Total 95% 5% 81% 19%
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information has allowed important advances in the

analysis of gene expression and reverse genetic manipu-

lation, leading to a large collection of transformed

Arabidopsis plants with altered mitochondrial compo-

nents. These transformed plants have been used to

investigate the function of several mitochondrially related
proteins and/or genes (Finkemeier et al. 2005, Fiorani et

al. 2005, Millar et al. 2004, Perales et al. 2005, Shen et al.

2006, Zarkovic et al. 2005). The ability to measure

oxygen-isotope fractionation during respiration in these

plants will provide very useful information on how

different mitochondrial components affect electron par-

titioning through the AOP and COP. Recent advances in

understanding the structure of the respiratory chain
complexes open the possibility of generating additional

Arabidopsis mutants (Eubel et al. 2004). This new plant

material will allow tests of the impact of the alteration of

mitochondrial components on the regulation of the

electron transport chain through the COP and AOP.

Regarding AOP research, there are several experimen-

tal approaches that can be used in Arabidopsis to better

understand the function and regulation of this pathway.
Measurements of the oxygen-isotope fractionation during

respiration in Arabidopsis mutants expressing AOX pro-

tein with altered regulatory properties will allow deter-

mination of the exact nature of the biochemical

regulation of AOX protein from isolated organelles to

the intact plant. Modifications using transformed plants

expressing high or low levels of AOX transcripts will be

important to relate AOX expression with AOX activity in

vivo (Guy and Vanlerberghe 2005). One clear example is
the possibility of using AOX antisense or overexpressed

transformed plants as well as constitutively active AOX

mutants (Umbach et al. 2005) for studies of electron

partitioning through the COP and AOP. Other experi-

ments could be carried out relating different tissue-

specific expression of AOX gene family members in

Arabidopsis (Saisho et al. 1997) with different AOP

activities allowing the resolution of questions regarding
different alternative pathway discrimination in green vs

non-green tissues (Ribas-Carbo et al. 2005). Beyond

molecular modifications in AOX protein or AOX gene

expression, it will also be interesting to use transformed

plants in conjunction with altered signaling pathways that

regulate AOP. In addition, oxygen-isotope fractionation

measurements using Arabidopsis plants having altered

uncoupling proteins (Hourton-Cabassa et al. 2004) and/
or non-phosphorylating NAD(P) dehydrogenases (Møller

2002) could clarify functional relationships between the

AOPand other bypass systems of the plant mitochondrial

respiratory system (Clifton et al. 2005, Escobar et al.

2006). In summary, further studies of electron partitioning

using modified Arabidopsis plants will certainly provide

an improved understanding of the molecular mechanisms

involved in the regulation of plant respiration.

Conclusions

This is the first time that oxygen-isotope fractionation

during respiration has been measured on A. thaliana. This

technological improvement opens a new window on the

studies of the regulation of plant respiration, as the effect

of many protein changes and gene expression can now be
studied in vivo.

In Arabidopsis rosette leaves, the participation of

the COP and AOP to the growth and maintenance

components of respiration are very different. While the

growth component of respiration is largely dependent

on the activity of the COP or ATP synthesis, the activity

of the AOP is largely independent of the RGR. A

sustained respiration rate through the AOP is present at
any growth rate.

The ability to measure the contribution of each

respiratory pathway to the different respiratory compo-

nents allows the possibility to develop new models for

respiration based on ATP synthesis.
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